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The Lost Sheep Stories Jesus Told
A simple, illustrated retelling of the biblical story about the
lost sheep, in which Jesus expresses God's concern for those who
stray away from Him.
Teach children about God's unconditional love and forgiveness
through this illustrated parable of the prodigal son. The text
is taken directly from a kid-friendly version of Scripture and
the realistic artwork makes it easy for children to follow the
story.
A delightful picture book retelling the parable of the lost
sheep. Follow the little lamb as it wanders off unaware of how
far from home it goes. Delight at the joy and relief when the
little lamb hears the sound of the Shepherd's voice, who has
come to find it.
A retelling in rhymed verse of the parable of the lost sheep.
Jesus and the Children
Zacchaeus
The Little Lost Sheep
Holy Bible
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The Enigmatic Parables of a Controversial Rabbi

This board book of beloved Bible stories has a padded cover and is the perfect
introduction to God’s Word for babies and toddlers. “I’m sending rain,” God said
to Noah. “Build a boat that’s wide. I’ll send you all the animals, and you’ll be
safe inside.” Nine favorite Bible stories and the Lord’s Prayer come alive with
beautiful illustrations and fun rhyming text in this book carefully designed for
God’s youngest children. What did Noah build? What happened to Jonah? Who
is Jesus? Toddlers will find out in this padded collection that includes simple
activities throughout. The perfect size for little hands.
The story of The Lost Sheep conveys the Christian belief that however lost and
insignificant you may feel, God loves you. It is the story of the shepherd who
leaves his flock of sheep to rescue a lone animal who is lost and who wants to be
found. It's a tale of redemption which celebrates those who admit their
wrongdoing and want to be forgiven. This book relates one of parables from the
New Testament, retold simply and clearly, ensuring it's the perfect first
introduction for young children to Jesus' much-loved stories.Beautifully illustrated,
the picture book approach means the story can be read to the child but can also
be enjoyed by children on their own as their reading skills develop. Next steps at
the back of the book encourage further discussion and there's a rhyme for
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children to join in with and lots to spot.
"Do you ever worry about stuff? Do your friends or mum or dad worry about stuff?
Does your parrot worry about stuff? If so, come on a trip with Bob the Bird and
meet his friends, including one bloke who knows how to handle worries. You can
bring your parrot."--Back cover.
The bible story of the Good Shepherd and lamb, told from each participants pointof-view, and in separate sections.
My First Bible Stories (Stories Jesus Told): the Lost Sheep
Zac the Taxman
Jesus' Story of the Lost Sheep
Looking for the Lost Sheep
Short Stories by Jesus
This is a story that Jesus told. A shepherd has a flock of 100 sheep, but he has lost one. What
will he do now? Can you spot the smiley sheep in every picture? This is part of a series that
will be an instant hit with young children whilst at the same time giving them early knowlege of
the teachings of Jesus.
The renowned biblical scholar, author of The Misunderstood Jew, and general editor for The
Jewish Annotated New Testament interweaves history and spiritual analysis to explore Jesus’
most popular teaching parables, exposing their misinterpretations and making them lively and
relevant for modern readers. Jesus was a skilled storyteller and perceptive teacher who used
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parables from everyday life to effectively convey his message and meaning. Life in first-century
Palestine was very different from our world today, and many traditional interpretations of
Jesus’ stories ignore this disparity and have often allowed anti-Semitism and misogyny to
color their perspectives. In this wise, entertaining, and educational book, Amy-Jill Levine offers
a fresh, timely reinterpretation of Jesus’ narratives. In Short Stories by Jesus, she analyzes
these “problems with parables,” taking readers back in time to understand how their original
Jewish audience understood them. Levine reveals the parables’ connections to first-century
economic and agricultural life, social customs and morality, Jewish scriptures and Roman
culture. With this revitalized understanding, she interprets these moving stories for the
contemporary reader, showing how the parables are not just about Jesus, but are also about
us—and when read rightly, still challenge and provoke us two thousand years later.
Bless my socks! Dance and sing! This little baby is God's High King! Join Brown Cow, the
shepherds, and the wonderful welcoming people of Bethlehem town in this Christmas
celebration. Based on the Luke 2:1-20, this biblical story is set in a traditional middle eastern
home. When Jesus wanted to change lives he told stories. Some stories are about him, some
are by him, but all of them point to him. The creators of the Lost Sheep series take the
spirituality of children seriously but also believe the Gospel is fun. This series assists parents,
teachers, and children's workers in building the faith of children all around the world.
Retells the parable of the lost sheep, where a shepherd does not rest until he finds the missing
sheep from his herd. On board pages.
Nobody Left Out: Jesus Meets the Messes
The Jesus Stories, Vol 1
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Little Ewe
Thematic Unit: Farm Animals/Pets
Basil the Branch

Bible Story: Jesus Teaches About the Lost Sheep. As they learn about the care habitats of
farm animals and pets, children will see how precious even one lost person is to Jesus.
The little lost sheep learns that the good shepherd will always take care of him. This early
reader 16-page book teaches kids about the Bible and character traits.
AAAGGGHHH! Puff, Puff, Pant, Puff! It's Basil the Branch hard at work! If you think
bearing fruit is a tough job then take a deep breath, wiggle your shoulders and start
reading this story. Based on John 15:1-8, this a great story for teaching kids about fruitful
living. When Jesus wanted to change lives he told stories. That's what we do at Lost Sheep
- and at the centre of our stories is Jesus. Some stories are about him, some are by him, but
all of them point to him. We take the spirituality of children seriously but also believe the
gospel is fun. Lost Sheep create resources to assist parents, teachers and children's
workers build the faith of kids in Australia and around the world. Fresh, vivid and
attention-grabbing. These stories touch the heart and illuminate the mind. Great work! Max Lucado, pastor and bestselling author
Little Ewe would rather jump on logs and investigate spider webs than follow the shepherd
when he calls. But what happens when she gets lost? How will she find her way home?
Told in whimsical rhyme, this humorous counting book for our littlest ones is a delightful
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reminder that, like a loving parent, our Shepherd will find us and care for us, even when
we wander from the path. In Little Ewe: The Story of One Lost Sheep, award-winning
author Laura Sassi and illustrator Tommy Doyle tell an endearing tale of a distracted
sheep and her persistent shepherd, inspired by the Parable of the Lost Sheep in Luke 15.
The Way of the Cross
Stories Jesus Told: The Lost Son Comes Home
Cecil the Lost Sheep
The Sheep That No One Could Find
Bible Stories for Little Hands
When Jesus wanted to change lives he told stories. That's what the
Lost Sheep series is all about. At the center of the stories is Jesus.
Some stories are about him, some are by him, but all of them point to
him. The series takes the spirituality of children seriously but also
believe the gospel is fun. Walk together with your child on Jesus'
journey of sadness, courage and love. This story is based on fourteen
traditional Gospel readings that follow the events of Easter from the
garden to the cross.
Have fun while reinforcing the principles taught on The Jesus Stories
DVD, Volume 1!
Brothers Jed and Roy have been fighting for years, but when an angel
announces that a child has been born who will bring peace on earth,
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the two shepherds, filled with joy, return to their flocks and begin
working together in harmony.
Bestselling author Anthony DeStefano weaves the heart of the parable
of the lost sheep into an exciting adventure story for children ages
three and older. When paired with Richard Cowdrey’s brightly colored
illustrations, the tale of repentance and forgiveness is brought to
life. Amidst a flock of a hundred sheep, one small lamb is convinced
that the world beyond his Good Shepherd’s pastures is worth exploring.
While on his big adventure, the little sheep unexpectedly meets a very
hungry wolf, a huge angry lion, and a mean lying snake that tries to
convince him that his Good Shepherd is cruel and unforgiving. But just
when he feels trapped and frightened, lost and alone, he hears a most
wonderful sound. He had left all his flock For one sheep who was lost—
To rescue and save him No matter the cost.
The Missing Sheep
Jesus Was a Refugee
The Three Wise Camels
Coloring and Activity Book, Episode 1: the Lost Little Sheep
Baby Jesus Visits the Temple
This book retells the events of Jesus' presentation at the Temple and
his encounters with Simeon and Anna (Luke 2:21-40). The Arch? Books
series tells popular Bible stories through fun-to-read rhymes and
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bright illustrations. This well-loved series captures the attention of
children, telling scripturally sound stories that are enjoyable and
easy to remember.
This omnibus edition includes eight of Jesus' best loved stories.
Children relate to stories and there was never a better storyteller
than Jesus. With delightful illustrations and easy to read text, this
is an ideal introduction to this simple, short and often very funny
stories, sharing truth, love and wisdom with young children. The
omnibus edition features eight of Jesus' best loved stories: The Two
Sons, The House on the Rock, The Little Gate, The Ten Silver Coins,
The Precious Pearl, The Good Stranger, The Rich Farmer and The Lost
Sheep.
When you follow Jesus, life's a breeze, it's all smooth sailing and
you're never ever afraid. If you believe that, you need to strap on
your life jacket and jump on board for this sleep defying bedtime
story. Based on Mark 4:35-41. When Jesus wanted to change lives he
told stories. That's what the Lost Sheep series is all about. At the
centre of the stories is Jesus. Some stories are about him, some are
by him, but all of them point to him. The series takes the
spirituality of children seriously but also believe the gospel is fun.
This book tells the story of Zacchaeus meeting the Lord (Luke
18:35¿19:9). The Arch® Book series tells popular Bible stories through
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fun-to-read rhymes and bright illustrations. This well-loved series
captures the attention of children, telling scripturally sound stories
that are enjoyable and easy to remember
Bethlehem Town
The Lost Lamb and the Good Shepherd
Dave the Donkey, An Easter Story
The Lost Sheep
Jesus and the Storm

Shouts of praise ... waving branches ... and Jesus going to Jerusalem. All of this
adds up to what seems like a joyful event. Read as the donkey that gives Jesus a
ride tells his side of the story with help from his grandfather.
This book retells the story of the children and Jesus (Mark 10:13-16). The Arch?
Book series tells popular Bible stories through fun-to-read rhymes and bright
illustrations. This well-loved series captures the attention of children, telling
scripturally sound stories that are enjoyable and easy to remember.
He runs! He hides! He climbs! He's stuck! Will Cecil every get home? Will any of
his friends miss him? Read this story based on Jesus' parable of the Lost Sheep
in Luke 15:1-7.
In his warm, simple style, this beloved author takes children from Mary's
encounter with the angel to Jesus' death and resurrection. Poems, prayers,
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questions, and key verses bring gospel truths to life. Ages 2-6.
The Story of One Lost Sheep
Jesus Blesses the Children
A Christmas Story
A 40-Day Devotional for Messy, Broken People (Like Me!)
The Parable of the Lost Sheep
An exciting re-launch of titles from the Nick Butterworth and Mick Inkpen stable. The Lost
Sheep tells how one of the farmer's sheep is missing and he must search everywhere to find it.
Will the farmer give up or will there be a wonderful party when the sheep is found?
When the disciples say that Jesus does not have time for the children that want to approach
him, Jesus must set them right, in a modern dress retelling of the Bible story.
Here are some of the best-loved stories about Jesus, specially retold for the very young. This
charmingly illustrated book recounts Jesus' story of the lost sheep and communicates the
truth to children that Jesus will never abandon them.
Help your kids learn to read with the best book ever-the Bible! Phil Smouse, author and
illustrator of Jesus Wants All of Me, presents I Can Read God's Word, featuring key Bible
stories and passages specially paraphrased for 4 -to-7-year-old children. Phil's clever, colorful
illustrations enhance each reading, making learning fun. Including age-appropriate
applications and phonics helps for parents, I Can Read God's Word is perfect for bedtime
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reading, home schooling, and Sunday school use.
Stories about Jesus
Bob the Bird
Jed & Roy McCoy
Jesus Teaches about the Lost Sheep
The Lost Sheep and Other Stories Jesus Told
Though so many know the joy of Christmas, do you know about the sorrow? In Jesus
Was a Refugee, join Joseph and Mary as they share the unsettling part of the story in
Mathew 2:1-23 that never seems to make it into the nativity play: how they fled to
Egypt to save their son, Jesus. A timely re-telling of the escape to Egypt story in the
Bible that mirrors the story of 70 million people, including 25 million children around
the world who have been forced from their homes. When Jesus wanted to change
lives he told stories. Some stories are about him, some are by him, but all of them
point to him. The creators of the Lost Sheep series take the spirituality of children
seriously but also believe the Gospel is fun. These books assist parents, teachers,
and children's workers build the faith of children all around the world.
A reasonably priced, quality black hardcover pew and ministry Bible featuring a large
12-point font.
The award-winning author and illustrator paraphrases four fascinating parables of
Christ: "The Lost Sheep," "Do Not Worry," "The Seed and the Sower," and "A Tree and
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Its Fruit." Full color.
Feeling left out? Struggling to fit in? Then you can relate to Jesus' friend Zac. He's a
local taxman with issues... not very many people like him. Based on the New
Testament story of Zacchaeus, readers learn that when you become a friend of Jesus
your whole life changes!
Stories Jesus Told
Lost Sheep Story
The Not-So-Very Lost Lamb
I Can Read God's Word
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